Discovering the Adult Baby in you - the joys, the struggles, the highs and the lows.

“Six Misfits”
When I first read Dylan Lewis’ book “Six Misfits”, I was immediately thrilled with a story of
adventure and fun, underscored by the trauma of LGBT and Teen Baby teenagers.
While it seems odd, the story immediately reminded me of the dozens of Famous Five books
of last century which were the staple fare of book-hungry children (and myself!) a generation
ago. Well, that would be true if Enid Blyton had been LGBT and TB aware and used edgy
situations and dialogue that is... So, perhaps the comparison is slim at best!
The author has a great sense of adventure and this 35,000 word story appeals to teenagers
and adults alike, with the added touch of a Teen Baby to just surprise a few people not quite
ready for it. More than a few LGBT-friendly readers will discover a Teen Baby for the first
time.
Not to be outdone, the second book in what we hope will be a multi-book set – “Six Misfits – a
man and a dog” will be released shortly as well.
This novel is a sympathetic and potent treatment of the problematic mix of LGBT/TB issues
and the regular difficulties of the teenage years.
Maybe you too have a story you wrote years ago sitting in your desk drawer waiting for the
light of day. Just maybe?
Rosalie Bent

I wonder if Teen Baby Dylan from the
novel wears diapers like these?

Click the photo cover above for more information

Other True-life stories:
AB Discovery is expanding its list of books that detail ABDLs real-life struggles, failures and successes
with traversing a life in diapers. Check them out! All three available for $9.95. Click here for details.
Fear and Joy: A life in and out of nappies
Australian Baby – a life of nappies, bottles and struggles
Living with Chrissie – my life as an Adult Baby
Come and check me out on Twitter! Or just email us at
abdiscovery@adam.com.au
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